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This book examines the underlying causes of the financial crisis that struck Indonesia during the second half of 1997 and 1998. It argues that the roots of the crisis lay in the financial activities undertaken by the Indonesian corporate sector during the boom years from 1994 to 1997, which encouraged the development of fragile and unstable financial structures, involving increased corporate leverage, reliance on external debt and the introduction of riskier and more complicated financial instruments and transactions. It goes on to consider four detailed conglomerate-level case studies that illuminate the microeconomic foundations of the crisis, showing how Indonesian capitalists sought to liquidate their Indonesian assets without losing control of their corporate empires, by taking advantage of increased access to foreign loans and complex financial re-engineering actions which ultimately precipitated instability and crisis throughout the entire financial system. Finally, it reflects upon the policy implications of this episode, putting forward the case for comprehensive capital controls for open and developing economies until they establish appropriate financial institutions to monitor and manage the level of indebtedness and the volatility of capitalists’ behaviour. Overall, this book provides incisive analysis of a critical phase in recent East Asian financial history.
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This book applies Hyman P. Minsky’s financial instability hypothesis, with necessary modifications, to the Indonesian case. Indonesia experienced an extreme boom-bust cycle within ten years of liberalization. The book argues that the fragile and unstable financial structures, which ultimately led to the financial crisis, emerged during the finance boom from 1994 to the first half of 1997. The increase in corporate leverage, the increasing reliance on external debt and the introduction of riskier and more complicated financial transactions and structures were all characteristic of the boom.

Indonesia in the 1990s experienced an era of private capital mobilization. The corporate sector, that is, private non-financial companies, played an important role in mobilizing private capital. During the finance boom, the sector drove up leverage through the use of offshore syndicated debt. The sector rapidly increased its reliance on foreign currency debt, and at the same time, offshore mobile capital occupied a dominant position in the financial structure. As a result, the sector became in Minsky’s terms a highly leveraged ‘speculative financing unit’.

The process was driven by business groups’ aggressive financial activities and offshore financiers’ enthusiasm for Indonesian assets. The business groups initiated complex financial activities during the boom. The finance boom enabled business group owners not only to make new investments without the need for additional capital contributions, but also to liquidate their Indonesian investments. Four case studies of Indonesian business groups (Salim, Lippo, Sinar Mas and Gajah Tunggal) provide detailed accounts of the endogenous evolution of fragile and unstable financial structures at the microeconomic level.

Finally this book reviews the collapse of Indonesia’s fragile and unstable financial structures during the financial crisis.
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